
NATIONAL CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES LIST

Purpose and Criteria for recognition by the Ministry of Culture, India

I. Preamble

The Ministry of Culture, Government of India proposes to provide recognition to exceptional

cultural heritage sites of National Significance within India through a well-defined process of

identification, selection, nomination and inscription on the List called the ‘National Cultural

Heritage Sites List’, henceforth “the List”.

The ‘National Cultural Heritage Sites List’ will be a distinct recognition given to

exceptional national cultural built assets, different from other listings such as the World Heritage

List, UNESCO’s Tentative List, List of monuments under the Archeological Survey of India and

listing under the National Mission of Monuments and Antiquities.

Advantage of preparing the List will be as follows:

a) Sites on this List will immediately be recognized for outstanding contribution to the

National Culture that includes History, Science/ Technology, Anthropology, Landscape,

Art, and Architecture.

b) Sites on this List can aim to be proposed on the Tentative List and subsequently on the

World Heritage List if they have potential for recognition of Outstanding Universal Value

(OUV) and, if they can qualify the benchmarks for Site Management as per UNESCO’s

World Heritage Operational Guidelines, 2013.

c) Once these properties qualify to the next level, i.e., Tentative List for World Heritage,

they will be removed from the National List.

d) The listing under NMMA is a record of all heritage properties in the nation hence it will

always retain the entire list of heritage sites including the ones on National List (in whole

or parts as per definition for Built Heritage under NMMA).

Since the recognition of National Cultural Heritage Sites is based on the Outstanding

National Value which is not defined in any of the existing acts such as AMASRA or even the

Operational Guidelines for World Heritage; an adapted version of the definition from the

World Heritage OG is used here to define the cultural heritage sites and their outstanding

national value.

II. Definition of ‘Cultural Heritage Site’ for identifying properties for the National

Cultural Heritage Sites List:

“Cultural Heritage Site” shall include,—

A. “Monuments”, that is to say, architectural works, works of art and painting, elements or

structures, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features which are of

outstanding national value from the archaeological, cultural, historical, aesthetic,

anthropological, technological/scientific point of views; and



B. “Buildings”, that is to say, separate or inter-connected buildings or large complexes

which, because of their architecture, homogeneity or place in the landscape, are of

outstanding national value from the historical, aesthetic, anthropological,

technological/scientific point of views; and

C. “Sites”, that is to say, works of man (including industrial heritage) or the combined works

of nature and man and areas including archaeological sites which are of outstanding

universal value from the historical, aesthetic, anthropological, technological/scientific

point of view;

D. “Cultural Landscape” includes cultural properties (historic and traditional settlements)

representing ‘a living, dynamic manifestation of the harmonious co-existence of cultural

ideologies with its natural environment and setting’1,

E. “Cultural Routes”is composed of tangible elements of which the cultural significance

comes from exchanges and a multi-dimensional dialogue across states or regions within

India, and that illustrate the interaction of movement, along the route, in space and time.

III. Outstanding National Value and Criterion

“Outstanding National Value”, in relation to a cultural heritage site, means its cultural

significance which is so exceptional as to transcend the boundaries of the place in which it

is located and is of great importance for the present and future generations of the country.

Criteria for establishing Outstanding National Value are as follows:

i. exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural

area of India, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-

planning or landscape design;

ii. bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to an Indian

civilization which is living or which has disappeared;

iii. be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble

or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in Indian history;

iv. be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-use

representative of a culture (or cultures), intangible cultural heritage (such as crafts or

music), or human interaction with the environment

v. be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs,

with artistic and literary works of outstanding national significance.

Outstanding National Value will need to be demonstrated through either one or more of the above

criteria to be established in comparison with other properties in the country of similar typology.

1
Cultural Landscape’ is defined to accommodate Indian aspects of historic cities, urban and rural settlements in

the country. Refer Annexure-1.



IV. Conditions for Protection and Management

Demonstration of Outstanding National Value will have to be further supported by conditions for

protection and management of the nominated cultural heritage sites as below:

1) The nominated property should demonstrate adequate protection at the national,

regional, municipal, and/or traditional level2. They should append appropriate texts to the

nomination with a clear explanation of the way this protection operates to protect the

property.

2) The nominated property must have adequate long-term legislative, regulatory,

institutional and/or traditional protection and management to ensure safeguarding of its

Outstanding National Value. This protection should include adequately delineated

boundaries with clear ownership.

3) The nominated property should aim for adhering to best practices in conservation,

management and sustainable tourism (including visitor management, risk management and

financial management).

V. Process of application and nomination of Cultural Heritage Sites of ‘Outstanding

National Value’

(i) All stakeholders (Public and Private) including Central / States / Local Bodies / Private
owners / NGO’s are invited to submit nominations of properties of cultural value
considered to be of "Outstanding National Value" for inscription on the National
Cultural Heritage List.

(ii) Process of application (format and reports) and annual deadline for application will be
made available on the website of ASI/NMMA.

(iii) Final selection of sites will be based on evaluation of demonstration of ‘Outstanding
Universal Value’ by the National Committee of Experts as appointed by the Ministry of
Culture.

2
Traditional level implies methods, rituals and processes being practiced since centuries by any community, tribe

etc that indicate continuity of traditions.



ANNEXURE 1

DEFINING INDIAN CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

Issues in existing definitions

According to the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage

Convention, cultural landscapes are cultural properties that represent the "combined works of

nature and man" designated in Article I of the Convention. They are illustrative of the evolution

of human society and settlement over time, under the influence of the physical constraints

and/or opportunities presented by their natural environment and of successive social,

economic, and cultural forces, both external and internal. A ‘Cultural Landscape’ embraces a

diversity of manifestations of the interaction between humankind and its natural environment,

and often reflects specific techniques of sustainable land-use, considering the characteristics

and limits of the natural environment they are established in, and a specific spiritual relation to

nature. (Centre, 2013)

The above definition recognised by UNESCO is debatable on following counts in

terms of its application in the context of Indian Cultural Landscapes:

1. The phrase ‘combined works of man and nature’ reflects a disjointed version of what is

otherwise experienced as an interdependent and symbiotic relationship.

2. The term ‘combined works’ emphasises more on the presence of a physical and

tangible site as opposed to focussing on ‘practices and processes’ that create the

space/place or landscape.

3. The existing UNESCO definition fails to capture the dynamism of an Indian cultural

landscape that essentially lies in the traditional Indian notions of continuity and

regeneration rather than the western notions of preservation. This emerges from the

Indian philosophical concept of ‘cyclic time’3 where history is understood as renewing

and regenerating and built heritage is part of the living fabric of society, put in

continuous use and transforming through time4. It also misses out on the aspect of

dominant cultural/sacred geography5 rather than a linear historic timeline.

Proposed Definition for Indian Cultural Landscape

The Indian diaspora is a rich repository of cultural landscapes with its diverse races, culture,
ideologies and settlement patterns set across a wide range of geographical settings. Besides
the rural and vernacular settlements, most of the living historic cities of India that have evolved
over centuries qualify as Indian Cultural Landscapes. Hence, the Indian Cultural Landscape
can be simply defined as ‘a living, dynamic manifestation of the harmonious co-existence of
cultural ideologies with its natural environment and setting.’

3
Malik 1975.

4
Thakur 2012.

5
Cultural Geography is the study of Cultural products and norms and their variations across the relations to spaces

and place. It focuses on describing and analyzing the ways languages, religion, economy, government and other
cultural phenomena vary or remain constant, from one place to another and on explaining how humans function
spatially




